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Abstract
To date, little is known about overreaching (OR) and the overtraining syndrome (OTS) in
strength sports and resistance training (RT) populations. However, the available literature may
elucidate the occurrence of both conditions in these populations. A scoping review was
conducted. SPORTDiscus, Scopus and Web of Science were searched in a robust and
systematic manner, with relevant articles analysed. 1,170 records were retrieved during an
initial search, with a total of 47 included in the review. Two broad themes were identified
during data extraction: 1) overreaching in strength sports; 2) overreaching and overtraining
syndrome in RT. Short-term periods of OR achieved with either high-volume or high-intensity
RT can elicit functional OR (FOR) but there is also evidence that chronic high-volume and/or
intensity RT can lead to nonfunctional overreaching (NFOR). There is minimal evidence to
suggest that true OTS has occurred in strength sports or RT based on the studies entered during
this review. More research is needed to develop robust guiding principles for practitioners.
Additionally, due to the heterogeneous nature of the existing literature, future research would
benefit from the development of practical tools to identify and diagnose the transition from
FOR to NFOR, and subsequently OTS in strength athletes and RT populations.
Key Words: Overreaching, Overtraining, Overtraining Syndrome, Strength Sports,
Resistance Training
List of Abbreviations/Acronyms
RT- Resistance training

OR- Overreaching
FOR- Functional overreaching
NFOR- Non-functional overreaching
OTS- Overtraining syndrome
WP – Weightlifting performance

1. Introduction
Resistance training (RT) can induce acute fatigue due to reduction in neuromuscular activation
and sequencing,[1] manifested as short-term (seconds to hours) decrease in performance,
occurring due to impairment of central and/or peripheral mechanisms.[2] Recovery from RT
varies based on the magnitude, duration and mode of training,[3] with typical mechanical and
biochemical restoration occurring within 3 hours of moderate-intensity RT using loads at 70%
of 1-RM or 24-96 hours during intense RT where muscular failure is achieved and/or muscle
damage has occurred.[1,4,5]
Whilst a single overloading RT bout results in acute fatigue and relative decrease in
performance, short-term periods of accumulated training above the habitual level followed by
subsequent recovery can lead to a supercompensation “rebound” effect known as functional
overreaching (FOR), or a diminished adaptive response and long-term performance decrement,
known as non-functional overreaching (NFOR). Prolonged exposure to such training may lead
to overtraining syndrome (OTS).[6] Large-scale reviews and joint expert statements[6,7,8]
have defined these terms as such:
● Functional overreaching (FOR): A short-term decrease in performance lasting days to
weeks with subsequent performance supercompensation after a period of recovery.
● Non-functional overreaching (NFOR): Performance decrement is observed over a
period of weeks to months, and while full recovery is achieved (although not always),
no supercompensation effects are achieved.
● Overtraining syndrome (OTS): Long-term reductions in performance capacity observed
over a period of several months.

In strength sports such as weightlifting, it is common for athletes and coaches to utilize periods
of purposeful increased volume and/or intensity RT within a competition cycle to achieve
FOR.[9,10] This may also be the case in other RT populations such as bodybuilding and highintensity conditioning (e.g. CrossFit) where athletes participate in repeated high
volume/intensity RT sessions/blocks in order to achieve a supercompensation effect.[11] To
date, there is a lack of research into OR practices and the implications for non-functional
outcomes.[6,12] As such, athletes may be at risk of maladaptation and performance decrement
due to NFOR and/or OTS
Objectives
Scoping reviews are an ideal “reconnaissance” tool to evaluate a body of literature not
comprehensively reviewed, or that exhibits a heterogeneous nature not amenable to a more
systematic approach.[13] Scoping reviews provide the flexibility to map out broad narratives
within a limited literature base, allowing researchers to examine emerging evidence where
precise lines of questioning are undetermined.[14,15] Additionally, such reviews help develop
key definitions and conceptual boundaries as well as identify gaps for future research.[14]
The available OR/OTS literature in strength-sports and RT contexts appears to be broad,
disparate and heterogeneous. After careful investigation and consultation with the appropriate
guidance,[15] a scoping review was chosen ahead of a systematic review. Not only is a scoping
review a relevant tool to synthesize the cross-disciplinary landscape of available evidence, it
also offers a robust but transparent approach, navigating multiple nuanced themes and
identifying areas for further exploration where a systematic review is inappropriate.
A PCC framework (population, concept, context)[16] was used to develop the research
question: “what is known about overreaching and overtraining in strength sports and
resistance training populations?”

2. Methods
2.1 Protocol and registration

This scoping review was developed using guidance from the Joanna Briggs Institute[13] and
PRISMA-ScR,[17] together with the methodological framework proposed by Arksey and
O’Malley[14] and subsequent recommendations from Levac et al.[18] The protocol was
registered with Open Science Framework on 5th July 2019 [https://osf.io/vhp68/].
2.2 Eligibility criteria and definitions
A strength sport is defined here as a competitive sport where RT provides the primary
overloading stimulus and where maximal strength or high force output is a primary determinant
of performance, with limited or no additional overloading from endurance training.
Weightlifting, powerlifting, strongman, explosive throwing sports and sprinting met these
guidelines.
The term resistance training refers to any study where participants were required to complete
a short or long-term RT-based OR protocol without additional, concurrent endurance or
technical training. This included studies where both recreational RT subjects and/or
competitive athletes were used, or review papers that discussed RT in the context of OR/OTS.
Research was not limited by geographical location or year and was incorporated in the review
if it included: 1) human subjects of either sex and at all age groups; 2) OR/OTS in the context
of either strength sports or RT, and; 3) peer reviewed data including quantitative/qualitative
research,

prospective

cohort

studies,

mixed-methods,

systematic/scoping/narrative

reviews/meta-analyses or case reports. Conference proceedings and poster presentations were
not included due to potential limitations in reporting quality and/or duplication.
2.3 Information sources and search strategy
The search was conducted using three electronic databases: SPORTDiscus, Scopus and Web
of Science during June 2019. These databases were selected to provide relevant literature and
were identified by the research team in consultation with an expert information scientist, who
assisted with the development of the search strategy and database search.

Boolean search terms AND/OR were used to identify relevant studies: “overreaching” OR
“overtraining” AND “resistance training” OR “strength training” OR “weight training” OR
“weightlifting” OR “weight lifting” OR “powerlifting” in all databases.
Titles, abstracts, key words and data sources were searched, with relevant articles entered for
full paper review. Upon completion, an investigation of additional citations from each
reference list was conducted.
2.4 Data charting and synthesis
Data charting was carried out by the principal investigator using a charting tool designed for
this study, developed to capture key information. The charting tool was independently assessed
by the research team to determine robustness. Participant characteristics (trained/untrained,
elite/non-elite, age, gender, number), and article characteristics (author, publication date,
OR/OT protocols, measures and outcomes) were extracted during data charting. For
comprehensive study breakdown see table 1 and 2.
Table 1. Summary of data extraction for theme A: overreaching in strength sports

Table 2. Summary of data extraction for theme B: overreaching and overtraining syndrome in
resistance training

3. Results
3.1 Selection of sources of evidence
Initial search yielded 1,170 results. After duplicates were removed, 832 studies were entered
for title, abstract, key word and data source review. Subsequently, 137 items were selected for
full-text review, with 90 full texts excluded for the following reasons: 7 were symposia or
poster presentations and 83 were not relevant to the central review question. 47 studies were
included in this scoping review (see Figure 1).

There were two broad investment themes extracted during data charting. These were developed
a priori and agreed on by the research team:
A. Overreaching in strength sports (Theme A) (27.7% total)
B. Overreaching and overtraining in resistance exercise (Theme B) (72.3% total)

Figure 1. PRISMA-ScR Flow chart of extracted, included and excluded studies
3.2 Synthesis of results
Publication dates ranged from 1987-2019. 20 studies (42.6%) were published between 20102019. From those 20 studies, 16 (80.0%) are located in theme B. Unlike many areas of sport
science research, no obvious global increase in publications was observed, especially for theme

A, further illustrating the need for future research in this area. Figure 2 highlights publications
by date and theme.
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Figure 2. Publications for strength sports (Theme A, n=13; Black) and resistance training
(Theme B, n=34; Grey) meeting search criteria for overreaching and/or overtraining.

Overall, 85.1% (n=40) studies included in the review were observation/intervention studies
with timelines ranging from a single training session to a ~1-year competition schedule.
Participant cohort sizes ranged from 1-28 in theme A and 1-43 in theme B.
2 studies used female only subjects (1 was a single subject case study) and 5 included both
males and females. 4 studies did not disclose the sex of participants. 29 used only male subjects.
4 studies involved junior weightlifters.
In theme A, 92.3% (n=12) of studies involved weightlifters, with a single study (7.7%)
involving throwing athletes. No studies included powerlifting, strongman or sprinting athletes.

There were 6 systematic/literature reviews included in data extraction, with 1 post-hoc data
analysis also included (all located within theme B). 23.5% of studies for Theme B (n=8) were
conducted by the same first author; Andrew C. Fry, published between 1994-2006. In theme
A, the same author published 2 studies (15.4%) as first author between 1993-1994.
Several measures and tools were used across both themes to identify the onset of OR/OTS and
fell under the following broad categories: “weightlifting performance (WP),” “performance
measures”, “serum hormones” or “serum biomarkers” (see Table 1 and Table 2). These are
discussed in detail in the discussion.
Despite the ongoing risk of NFOR, our review considers this area to be underinvestigated based
on a lack of studies investigating OR/OTS in strength sports and RT, as well as insufficient
data relating to diagnoses and guidelines for coaches.

4. Discussion
4.1 Theme A: Overreaching in strength sports
4.1.1 Endocrinological measures and biomarkers
Studies have investigated the effects of purposeful OR on serum hormones and biomarkers
with conflicting results.[19-29] Most studies involved elite-level weightlifters, with a single
study comparing the effects of OR in elite- and non-elite subjects.[25] 2 studies involved a
female only cohort[27,28] and 4 studies recruited junior-level subjects.[19,23-25] Collectively,
the data indicates that endocrinological markers can detect acute changes in training state,
which could be useful for monitoring purposes in practice. However, these studies also indicate
that such hormonal alterations can occur independent of performance changes, and therefore
may not be reliable when identifying NFOR.
Testosterone (T), cortisol (C) and T/C ratio were investigated in several short- and long-term
studies,[20,21,23-28] with additional measures of T and sex hormone binding globulin (SHBG)
assessed during a single study.[20] Overall, results indicated that training state and anabolic-

catabolic response to RT were somewhat related to T/C changes,[20,27,28] however,
disturbances were independent of performance in others.[21,23,25,26] Such effects might
indicate that these biomarkers are not be appropriate for the identification of NFOR.
Lifting experience was found to influence both acute[25] and chronic[24] hormonal responses
to OR. Attenuation of T/C was observed after 1-week of purposeful OR in year 1, however was
augmented in year 2 during a longitudinal observation of male junior weightlifters.[24]
Endocrinological responses differed between elite- and non-elite weightlifters during shortterm OR, with elite subjects experiencing no relationship between T/C ratio and OR, however,
a negative correlation between T/C and OR training in non-elite subjects was observed
suggesting training competence and/or experience might affect the hormonal response to
overload training.
Other potential biomarkers have been assessed during purposeful OR, including lactate and
ammonia,[19] creatine kinase (CK) and plasma iron status.[29] Short-term OR resulted in
altered lactate and ammonia concentrations coinciding with reductions in maximum effort
jump performance.[19] However, no decrease in performance during a weightlifting-specific
snatch test was observed, suggesting alterations in such biomarkers can occur without
performance decrement.
A single study assessed the effects of short-term OR on plasma iron status and selective
inflammatory markers.[29] OR resulted in altered iron-status-balance parameters (especially in
female weightlifters), with concomitant increases in CK. Whilst altered iron status coincided
with RT-based OR, performance was not measured, therefore the relationship between iron
status and performance is unknown. However, such alterations might indicate acute adaptation
rather than detection of NFOR with more research is needed to investigate further.
In summary, endocrinological responses to RT may help coaches identify acute training state,
trainability, and long-term adaptive responses to exercise. However, endocrinological
alterations can occur independent of performance, and whilst T/C may identify acute hormonal
disturbance in strength athletes, does not appear to be a determinant of FOR/NFOR. Changes
in iron metabolism and selective biomarkers caused by short-term changes in RT may provide
a novel method for identifying FOR/NFOR in elite level weightlifters during intensified
training protocols; current evidence, however, is limited and requires further investigation.

4.1.2 Performance measures
Several studies have assessed the effects of short-term, purposeful OR on performance
outcomes in weightlifters, including weightlifting-specific testing[9,19,20,25,28] /or general
measures of performance.[19,21,24,26,27,30] A single study examined throwing performance
parameters in Collegiate-level throwers.[31] Overall, changes in maximal force (MF), rate of
force development (RFD) and relative peak power output (PPO) through maximal effort
jumping[19,26,28,31] and isometric- and/or dynamic mid-thigh pull (IMTP/DMTP)
testing[27,30] are able to identify changes in training load and fatigue which may occur prior
to performance decrement, however no performance test can currently determine the onset of
NFOR.
Periods of increased RT volume have resulted in weightlifting-specific performance
improvement in elite/non-elite-level weightlifters[9,21,25,30] and throwers,[31] suggesting
that FOR can be achieved through manipulation of training and can be successfully monitored
using performance measures. Some studies found that high-volume RT did not lead to changes
in weightlifting-specific performance but did result in reduced maximal jump height during
purposeful OR,[19,23] suggesting that coaches could use some performance measures to guide
successful programming and avoid NFOR. Measures of RFD and MF appear to be sensitive to
changes in training load and may provide a viable method to determine changes in
neuromuscular characteristics prior to performance decrement, especially with tests that mirror
the technical constraints of weightlifting and throwing-specific performance. Further research
will elucidate whether such testing can differentiate between typical fatigue associated with
increased training load indicative of FOR, or the onset of NFOR.
4.1.3 Changes in body mass and muscle cross-sectional area
Reductions in body mass (-6.0 kg) and very likely reduction in muscle cross-sectional area of
the vastus lateralis (precision = 99%, effect size = 2.08) were observed in a female athlete
during an OR phase in preparation for a national weightlifting competition.[28] Nonsignificant
increases in cross-sectional area of the vastus lateralis (p >.05) were observed in male
weightlifters training once- or twice-daily for 3-weeks, with researchers speculating that
multiple daily training sessions may be more beneficial to muscle hypertrophy and may also

offer a more effective neuromuscular training stimulus.[26] There is limited literature available
in the area of OR and muscle hypertrophy in strength sports, and it is unwise to offer a
generalised consensus based on the available literature, but investigation into the effects of
weight cutting through caloric restriction during OR is needed to expand current understanding
in this area.
4.2 Theme B: Overreaching and overtraining in resistance exercise
4.2.1 The effects of high-volume and high-intensity resistance training on performance
measures
Studies have examined the effects of high-volume and/or high-intensity RT [32-48] as well as
phasic, periodized approaches to OR.[49-56] Overall, both short-term increased RT volume
and intensity can result in FOR, but excessive exposure in terms of magnitude and/or duration
can also result in NFOR – especially during prolonged high-intensity RT. Identifying the
transitional threshold from FOR to NFOR is difficult to determine based on the limited,
heterogenous studies available within the literature and practitioners need to be aware that
optimising performance is reliant on the prescription of appropriate volume and intensity
during purposeful OR.
Increases in RT volume designed to induce fatigue over a 4-week period have resulted in
performance improvement indicative of FOR.[33] Similarly, increases in intensity-matched
lower body RT volume over a 6-week period have resulted in improved maximal strength, with
higher volumes superior to moderate or low volume.[32] Reductions in mean power (MP)
jumping performance have illustrated greater within-subject variability during periodized
overload training, which was greatest during OR, suggesting that whilst jump performance can
be used to assess temporal changes to MF, MP, RFD and fatigue in RT populations during OR,
practitioners need to be aware of typical error scores when interpreting change from subject to
subject.[33]
Differing definitions of “high-volume” training makes inferencing from the existing data
challenging. For example, a single upper/lower body RT workout of 3 x 10-12 RM was defined
as “high volume, muscle damaging training” in one study,[34] which was notably lower in
magnitude and duration (of volume) compared to other high-volume RT studies.[32,33,35,36]

Such ambiguity raises questions around the thresholds used to determine high volume OR in
the RT literature, which appear to be poorly defined.
A lack of consistent findings exists within high-intensity OR literature, with short-term,
purposeful high-intensity OR of similar duration resulting in FOR in some studies,[39] but
performance plateau[42] and NFOR in others.[35,38,41,44] Although designed to invoke OTS,
an increase in maximal strength was observed after a 2-week high-intensity OR protocol in 9
recreationally trained men, even in the presence of reduced jumping and sprint
performance.[39] Conversely, maximal strength plateaued during a purposeful 3-week OR
period (after a period of strength improvement in a preceding 4-week period of normal RT),
with associated reduction in peak isokinetic squat force at 0.20 m x s-1.[42] However, several
other performance parameters including vertical jump height, 36.6-m sprints, lateral agility and
isokinetic squat force at 0.82 and 1.43 m x s-1 were unchanged.
Maximal strength decline with concomitant reductions in isokinetic and stimulated isometric
muscle force has been observed during periods of high-intensity OR.[38] Similarly, short-term
decreases in maximal strength have been observed after 2-3 week purposeful OR,[41] decrease
in maximal strength/mean power at 1-RM after 2 week OR.[44]. A decrease in maximal
strength and isokinetic knee-extension strength, as well as joint-centred overload injury of the
knee occurred in a male subject after high-intensity OR has been observed in one study,
suggesting indices of NFOR could place athletes at a higher risk of injury.[43] Interestingly,
voluntary isometric knee-extension and stimulated isometric knee-extension strength
increased, suggesting a reduction in performance only affected dynamic strength indices.
Whilst a variety of high-intensity protocols have been observed in the literature, several studies
utilised the same protocol, consisting of daily 10 x 1-RM, [38,41,43,44] resulting in
performance decrements indicative of NFOR and/or OTS. Such an extreme protocol is unlikely
to reflect RT practice, but suggests that a dose-response “threshold” might exist by
demonstrating that periods of high-intensity RT can result in NFOR even over short periods of
time. One study stated that after completing the 10 x 1-RM protocol, normal training could
only be resumed after 2-8 weeks of cessation and may be one of the only available studies in
the literature where OTS occurred, based on current definitions [44].

Overall, high-volume and high-intensity RT programming can result in FOR, however, in the
presence of excessive magnitude or duration of RT can also result in NFOR. Whilst evidence
might suggest a dose-response to both volume and intensity exists, currently there is minimal
literature to support at what point that might occur. Further research to determine when FOR
capacity is maximized and non-functional effects begin to take place will help coaches
programme optimal RT and avoid unnecessary performance decline.
4.2.2 Extreme conditioning practices
Studies have investigated the high-volume, high-intensity and multi-adaptive nature of
CrossFit (CF) and other extreme RT-based conditioning practices.[47,57,58] Findings suggest
that such RT practices can lead to endocrinological alteration,[58] increased inflammatory
response,[47] performance decline and increased risk of NFOR and possibly OTS if the balance
between training and recovery is not adhered to.[57,58]
Participation in two consecutive “extreme conditioning” workouts resulted in increased antiinflammatory cytokines without impacting muscle function [47] suggesting that acute
disturbances in some biomarkers are sensitive to short-term increases during high-intensity,
high-volume RT prior to performance changes being observed. Whilst short-term CF-based RT
can result in FOR, increased acute inflammatory markers and measures of mood state may
suggest that prolonged exposure could lead to a NFOR state.[57] In a post-hoc analysis of data,
those who participated in high-intensity CF training and displayed OTS (defined as fulfilling
diagnostic criteria outlined by Meeusen et al.,[6]) reported hormonal and biochemical
disturbances including attenuated T and elevated oestradiol (E2).[58] Interestingly,
performance decline associated with OTS may have been accelerated by insufficient
carbohydrate (CHO) intakes, which were 3 times lower in the OTS CF group compared to
healthy CF athletes. The author suggested that compensatory high-CHO meals may offer a
protective role against OTS, and that CHO intakes of <5.0 g/kg/day for 8-weeks or more may
be a contributing cause of OTS in CF athletes.
Literature in CF populations appears to be limited, however based on existing evidence, the
risk of NFOR/appears to be high in these athletes - especially in the presence of restricted CHO
intake. In high-intensity, extreme RT-based exercise such as CF, a robust series of systemic
markers should be developed to help coaches optimize training.[57]

4.2.3 Training to muscular failure
Three review papers have discussed the potential effects of muscular failure on OR/OTS,[5961] however no studies appear to have tested this hypothesis in practice. Whilst regular failure
training can stimulate increases in strength and athletic performance, it might also result in
NFOR/OTS when used to excess. [59-61] Consequently, future research should investigate the
effects of training to muscular failure on NFOR/OTS to inform the scientific community,[61]
and to provide coaches and athletes with much needed guidance in this area – particularly in
experienced recreational bodybuilders where training to failure may be more widely used.[60]
4.2.4 Endocrinological measures and biomarkers
The effects of chronic RT exposure on hormonal and biochemical systems has been
investigated in several cohort studies,[34-36,38,40,41,44,45,47,49,57] with two systematic
reviews investigating the hormonal response to OR,[8,61] a post-hoc analysis[58] and a single
review referencing OTS within the broader theme of RT.[62] Overall, chronic exposure to RT
can lead to altered hormonal responses, with high-volume RT following similar patterns to
endurance training, whereas high-intensity RT appears to result in a differential response.[62]
It is unlikely that endocrinological measures can predict NFOR/OTS due to a lack of reliable
supporting literature but may be useful to identify acute changes in training state. The
heterogeneous nature of the literature coupled with inconsistent findings makes it difficult to
corroborate the effects of purposeful OR on hormonal systems and it is likely that serum
hormones such as T, C and T/C ratio are able to predict the onset of NFOR/OTS.[8,34,63]
A recent systematic review suggested basal hormone levels are not a reliable predictor of
NFOR/OTS and that excessive endurance and/or RT practices could lead to neuroendocrine
fluctuations indicative of NFOR.[8] From 38 studies included in this review, only 3 (7.9%)
investigated RT, therefore only limited literature relevant to this review was included. A small
increase in T and T/C ratio was observed during 2-weeks of daily high-intensity RT,[41] and
whilst 1-RM performance decreased over the training period, measures of anabolic status were
unable to detect such strength loss. Conversely, reductions in T coincided with an increase in
maximal strength during 2-weeks of heavy training[45] and in CF subjects classified as

suffering OTS,[58] illustrating a lack of consistency in hormonal responses to high-intensity
RT.
Increases in C-reactive protein (CRP) and CK have been reported during periods of short-term
OR.[34,49,57] CK appears to be correlated with perceived recovery after a single RT
session,[34] and maximal squat strength.[51] However, increased CRP/CK has been reported
after a period of high-intensity, high-volume RT resulting in performance gain,[57] and
therefore may be a part of the adaptive process that underpins FOR rather than an indicator of
NFOR or OTS. A slight but insignificant increase in nocturnal urinary epinephrine activity
during high-intensity RT has been observed, as well as significant downregulation in β2adrenergic receptors concurrently with decreased 1-RM strength.[44] Interestingly, OTS was
diagnosed through a reduction in maximal strength as well as mean power at 100% 1-RM loads,
which is conflicting with current diagnostic criteria[6] based on retrospective recovery timecourse. That said, normal training could be resumed only after 2-8 week suggesting NFOR was
more likely to have occurred in some participants, but OTS could have occurred in others.
Changes in skeletal muscle signal transduction downstream to β2-adrenergic receptors have
been observed in trained males during 2-4 weeks of high-intensity and high-power OR.[36]
Similar reductions in β2-adrenergic expression and increased nocturnal urinary epinephrine
have also been observed during high-intensity OR,[48] and as such, RT subjects may
experience alterations in epinephrine-β2-ERK signalling axis during periods of OR.
A novel marker of cell-free plasma DNA (cf-DNA) has been proposed as a possible tool to
detect OTS during intensified RT.[49] cf-DNA increased proportionate to training load during
a 12-week period of undulating RT volume, with highest concentrations reported during a highvolume, high-intensity phase. cf-DNA may be sensitive enough to detect short-term response
to OR, with transient increases in cf-DNA possibly due to increased muscle fibre damage
caused by prolonged overloading RT.
Hormonal and biochemical measures may help coaches identify acute training state, but
inconsistent findings in the literature suggest these measures are not sufficiently robust to
identify or predict NFOR/OTS; particularly when used in isolation rather than in combination
with performance measures.

4.2.5 Supplement use during periods of overreaching periods
The effects of various supplements have been examined during purposeful OR periods,
including amino acids (AA),[46,51,53] β-Hydroxy β-methylbutyric-free acid (HMB-FA),[50]
adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP),[55] creatine monohydrate (CrM),[54] phosphatidylserine
(Ps)[22] and multi-ingredient supplementation.[48,52] Overall, supplementation during
purposeful OR may help to offset the deleterious effects of NFOR, however some studies have
observed no change. The overall literature to support supplementation during OR RT is less
than conclusive.
High volume OR initially leads to a decrease in muscle strength and power, with subsequent
rebound effect (FOR) after low volume training in both AA supplementation and placebo.[53]
Similarly, a small decrease in 1-RM was observed during high-volume OR in both whey and
HMB-FA and whey and leucine groups. However, increased maximal strength was observed
during a subsequent taper, indicative of FOR.[50] No differences were observed at any point
between groups, suggesting the OR training stimulus and not supplementation was the main
driver of FOR outcomes. AA supplementation was found to preserve T and attenuate CK levels
during high-volume RT and was highly correlated to reductions in squat 1-RM but a subsequent
increase in maximal strength suggests the protocol resulted in FOR.[51]
High-power RT OR led to a reduction in mean squat velocity and concurrent increase in the
ratio between serum epinephrine/ β2-adrenergic receptor expression (β2-AR), without
reduction in maximal strength in both a multi-ingredient supplementation group and control
[48]. Whilst these results further illustrate the attenuation in force and velocity prior to maximal
strength decay during periods of intensified RT, it is worth noting that maximal strength did
begin to plateau, and further stressful RT could have resulted in NFOR. The group receiving
supplementation demonstrated a smaller decrease in β2-AR expression and a lower
epinephrine/β2-AR ratio, suggesting the recovery drink reduced the detrimental effects of OR
on sympathetic activity, however had no effect on performance outcome compared to placebo.
Interestingly, the authors of this study referred to the 1-wk training phase as an “overtraining”
phase, however no incidence of OTS occurred, although some subjects were overreached based
on time-course to recovery. Exploration into differences between high power OR and high
intensity/volume OR may provide further understanding in this area.

4.2.6 Changes in body mass and muscle cross-sectional area
A small number of studies have investigated the effects of dietary supplementation on
alterations to lean body mass (LBM) and mCSA during strength training programmes that
included short-term OR. [50,52.55] An increase in mCSA of the vastus lateralis was observed
in male subjects administered either whey protein with HMB-FA or with leucine during a 12week RT programme comprising a 2-week OR phase.[50] No differences in mCSA were
reported between groups at any phase, suggesting neither supplement was superior in invoking
RT-induced muscle hypertrophy, and that OR itself had an impact on mCSA during periodized
strength training. Combined HMB-FA plus ATP supplementation led to increased LBM (8.5
± 0.8 kg vs. 2.1 ± 0.5 kg; p<0.05) and thickness of the quadriceps muscle (7.8 ± 0.4 mm vs. 2.4
± 0.7; p<0.001) when compared to placebo during a 12-week strength training programme with
2-week OR.[52] Whilst this may appear to illustrate short-term OR could have a positive
impact on muscle hypertrophy, is worth noting that an increase in LBM of this magnitude in
trained subjects across 12-weeks of RT appears to be somewhat questionable and the authors
of this review suggest these particular results be taken with caution. In another study, ATP
supplementation was reported to enhance LBM (4.0 ± 0.4 kg vs, 2.1 ± 0.5 kg; p<0.009) and
quadriceps muscle thickness (4.9 ± 1.0 mm vs. 2.5 ± 0.6; p<0.02) compared to placebo during
a 12-week periodized strength training programme consisting of three phases of varied
intensity and volume.[55] Concerns have since been raised regarding the methodological
robustness of the data presented in the studies by Lowery et al., and Wilson et al.,.[52;55], with
inconsistencies in data suggested by other researchers.[64] To date, there is little evidence
suggesting that purposeful OR during RT results in negative alterations in mCSA. However,
this is likely due to a significant lack of literature looking specifically at markers of muscle
hypertrophy during periods of RT resulting in NFOR or OTS. This provides an interesting gap
for future research.

5. Conclusions
Implementing short-term OR is a common practice in some strength sports where the training
stimulus is presented typically through high-volume/high-intensity RT over a 2-4 week period
and often leads to FOR due to improved performance.

There is a lack of representation in the research from strength sports such as powerlifting,
strongman and explosive throwing and sprinting sports, with only a single study assessing the
effects of purposeful OR in throwing athletes.
Several performances, neuroendocrine, neuromuscular, and biochemical markers have been
proposed as markers to determine NFOR/OTS in both strength sports and RT, but no single
test or method has been able to identify the exact point at which FOR becomes NFOR or OTS.
A dose-response transition from FOR to NFOR that is identifiable through perturbations in
physiological markers or performance testing might exist, however this has not been identified
in the current literature.
There is no evidence that planned FOR protocols used in strength sport research have led to
true OTS based on current definitions.[6] Studies have demonstrated short-term performance
loss indicative of NFOR, however, in these cases, diminished performance has typically been
resolved within days to weeks and is therefore not indicative of OTS. Many studies located for
this review were published prior to the latest guidelines and definitions proposed by the
ACSM/ECSS joint statement[6] and it appears that the definition of “overtraining” is poorly
interpreted in the research. Reductions in performance lasting weeks to months, generalised
performance reductions, and short-term high-volume/high-intensity training protocols have all
been described as "overtraining", adding to confusion around the true meaning of the term.
That said, OTS may have occurred during prolonged exposure to high-intensity or combined
high-intensity/high-volume RT.
Evidence suggests that NFOR is a real consequence of excessive and chronic training in the
absence of sufficient recovery from RT, especially in practices involving extreme conditioning.
Coaches and athletes must be cognisant to the deleterious effects of excessive training loads,
and there is sufficient justification that a robust testing battery to identify when FOR becomes
NFOR is now needed.
Specific areas of interest for further investigation include the effects of muscular failure
training, weight cutting during periods of OR (which is a tool often used in weight category
strength sports as well as bodybuilding) and the reliability of performance-specific measures
and biomarker sensitivity to RT OTS.
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